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Abstract
Existing methods for unsupervised identification of speakers in TV broadcast usually rely on the output of a speaker diarization module and try to name each cluster using names provided by another source of information: we call it “late naming”. Hence, written names extracted from title blocks tend to lead to high precision identification, although they cannot correct errors made during the clustering step.

In this paper, we extend our previous “late naming” approach in two ways: “integrated naming” and “early naming”. While “late naming” relies on a speaker diarization module optimized for speaker diarization, “integrated naming” jointly optimizes speaker diarization and name propagation in terms of identification errors. “Early naming” modifies the speaker diarization module by adding constraints preventing two clusters with different written names to be merged together.

While “integrated naming” yields similar identification performance as “late naming” (with better precision), “early naming” improves over this baseline both in terms of identification error rate and stability of the clustering stopping criterion.

Index Terms: speaker identification, speaker diarization, written names, multimodal fusion, TV broadcast.

1. Introduction

Knowing “who said what” in broadcast TV programs is very useful to provide efficient information access to large video collections. Therefore, the identification of speakers is important for the search and browsing in this type of data. Conventional approaches are supervised with the use of voice biometric models. However, the use of biometric models faces two main problems: 1) manual annotations: generating biometric models is very costly because of the great number of recognizable persons in video collections; 2) lack of prior knowledge on persons appearing in videos (except for journalists and anchors): a very large amount of a priori trained speaker models (several hundreds or more) is needed for covering only a decent percentage of speakers in a show.

A solution to these problems is to use other information sources for naming speakers in a video. This is called unsupervised naming of speakers and most approaches for that can be decomposed into the three steps:

1. Speaker clustering (or diarization).
2. Extraction of hypothesis names from the video (or from the collection of videos).
3. Mapping (or association) between hypothesis names and speaker clusters.

Speaker diarization is the process of partitioning the audio stream into homogeneous clusters without prior knowledge on the speakers’ voice. Each cluster must correspond to only one speaker and vice versa. Most systems use a bottom-up approach which tries to merge speech turns into clusters that are the purest as possible using a distance metric (with a distance-based criterion to stop the clustering).

Two modalities, intrinsic to the video, can provide the name of speakers in broadcast TV: pronounced names and names written on the screen (see figure 1). Most state-of-the-art approaches rely on pronounced names due to the poor quality of written names transcription observed in the past. Naming speakers with pronounced names has been proposed by Canseco et al. [1, 2] and Charhad et al. [3]. Manually-designed linguistic patterns indicate whether a name refers to the speaker of the current speech turn, the following or the previous one. Tranter et al. [4] learn these patterns as sequences of n-grams. Mauclair et al. [5] use semantic classification trees (SCT) to match names and speaker turns. Estèves et al. [6] compare these two techniques. They conclude that SCTs are less sensitive to automatic speech transcription errors than sequences of n-grams. Jousse et al. [7] improved over the SCT baseline: first, each name is attached locally to a nearby speech turn; names are then propagated globally to speaker clusters. They also show a performance drop from 19.5% to 85% in speaker identification error rate when using automatic speech transcription instead of (perfect) manual transcriptions and named entities detection. More recently, we proposed three propagation methods to propagate written names to speaker clusters [8]. These unsupervised multi-modal methods yield much better performance than mono-modal ones. We also show that these methods lead to 98.9% accuracy with perfect speaker diarization.

The use of automatically extracted pronounced names faces several challenges: (i) transcription errors; (ii) named entity detection errors (missing first/last name, false alarms, etc.); (iii)
mapping errors (current, previous or next speech turn).

The use of automatically extracted written names faces similar difficulties: (a) transcription errors – though better video quality reduces these errors; (b) detection errors – fewer because each TV show uses specific spatial position for title blocks; (c) mapping errors – though a name is usually written on the screen while the person is talking, yielding easier affiliation.

This paper addresses other errors that can impact results: the errors made during the clustering process (during speaker diarization). For instance, the incorrect merging of two clusters containing different speakers can severely impact the speaker naming performance. Tuning the stopping criterion for hierarchical clustering is important to avoid such a problem. In this paper, we rely on the hypothesis that the high precision of written names to identify the current speaker can help us improve the diarization process in order to avoid the problems mentioned earlier. We limit our study to the use of written names for unsupervised speaker identification in videos and propose an extension of [8]. In this previous work, we proposed three methods for “late naming” of speakers which are highly dependent on the quality of speaker diarization. In this article, we present two novel approaches to overcome this issue: “integrated naming” aims at better choosing the value of the stopping criterion in order to minimize the speaker identification error while “early naming” adds written names-driven constraints to speaker diarization.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the experimental setup as well as the speaker diarization module and the written names extraction module used in our experiments. Then, we describe our speaker naming methods in Section 3. Section 4 presents our experiments. Finally, we conclude this work and give some perspectives.

2. Experimental setup

The REPERE [9] evaluation campaign phase 1 took place in January 2013. The main objective of this challenge is to answer the two following questions at any instant of the video: “who is speaking?” “who is seen?” In this paper, we try to answer the first question in an unsupervised way.

2.1. REPERE Corpus

The dataset used in our experiments is extracted from a corpus created for the REPERE challenge [10], which addresses multimodal person identification in videos. Videos are recorded from seven different shows (including news and talk shows) broad-
2.3.2. Written names extraction

To detect the names written on the screen used to introduce a person, a detection and transcription system is needed. For this task we used LOOV [13] (LIG Overlaid OCR in Video). This system has been previously evaluated on another broadcast news corpus with low-resolution videos. We obtained a character error rate (CER) of 4.6% for any type of text and of 2.6% for names written on the screen to introduce a person.

From the transcriptions, we use a simple technique in order to detect the spatial positions of title blocks. This technique compares each transcript with a list of famous names (list extracted from Wikipedia, 175k names). Whenever a transcription corresponds to a famous name, we add its spatial position to a list. With the repeating positions in this list we find the spatial positions of title blocks used to introduce a person. However, these text boxes detected do not always contain a name. A simple filtering based on some linguistic rules allows us to filter false positives.

3. Unsupervised Naming of Speakers

We propose three methods for unsupervised (i.e. with no prior biometric models) naming of speakers with written names.

3.1. Late naming (LN)

Late naming is based on our previous work [8] (method M3). Speaker diarization and overlaid names recognition are run independently from each other. Speaker diarization is tuned to achieve the best diarization performance (i.e. minimize the diarization error rate, DER) as shown in Figure 3.

As already stated, when one or more names are written on the screen, there is a very high probability that the name of the current speaker corresponds to the written name on screen. Therefore, in “early naming”, we use the information provided by written names during the clustering process.

Before clustering, we associate each written name and speaker clusters is based on the following observations:

- when only one name is written on screen, any co-occurring speech turn is very likely (95% precision according to the train set) to be uttered by this person;
- the speaker diarization system can produce oversegmented speaker clusters, i.e. split speech turns from one speaker into two or more clusters.

Therefore, this method proceeds in two steps. First, speech turns with exactly one co-occurring name are tagged. Then, each remaining unnamed speech turn is tagged cluster-wise using the following criteria:

\[
f(s) = \arg\max_{n \in \mathcal{N}} \left( \frac{\text{duration of name } n \text{ in cluster } s}{\text{total duration of all names in cluster } s} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{\text{# speaker clusters co-occurring with } n}{\text{# speaker clusters}} \right) \]

where the Term-Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) coefficient – made popular by the information retrieval research community – is adapted to our problem as follows:

- \( \text{TF}(s, n) = \frac{\text{duration of name } n \text{ in cluster } s}{\text{total duration of all names in cluster } s} \)
- \( \text{IDF}(n) = \frac{\text{# speaker clusters}}{\text{# speaker clusters co-occurring with } n} \)

In other words, speaker clusters are analogous to textual documents, whose words are detected written names.

Late naming is based on this method but there is a slight update that needs to be mentioned: we reduce the temporal scope of each written name to the more co-occurring speech turn, this can correct the time offset between audio and written names segmentation. It is important to note that the diarization can be different before and after the name-clusters association: some clusters may be merged (same name) or split (speech turn with a different name). Therefore, the scoring of the diarization can marginally change.

3.2. Integrated naming (IN)

One limitation of the late naming method is that the threshold used to stop hierarchical clustering is optimized in terms of diarization error rate (DER), while the ultimate objective is speaker identification, not diarization. Obviously, optimizing DER does not necessarily lead to the lower identification error rate (EGER). Therefore, “integrated naming” is a simple extension of “late naming” where the stopping criterion threshold is tuned in order to minimize the EGER. We will show later in the experiments that the resulting threshold is generally higher than the one selected to minimize DER (i.e. agglomerative clustering is stopped earlier).

![Integrated naming](image)

In practice, as shown in Figure 4, we keep multiple clustering outputs, on which we apply the same method as in the “late naming” strategy described before. The threshold optimizing EGER on the training set is chosen.

3.3. Early naming (EN)

As already stated, when one or more names are written on the screen, there is a very high probability that the name of the current speaker corresponds to the written name on screen. Therefore, in “early naming”, we use the information provided by written names during the clustering process.

Before clustering, we associate each written name with the more co-occurring speech turn. At this stage, a speech turn can have several names if several names are written on the screen at the same time. Then, regular agglomerative clustering (based on speech turn similarity) is performed with the constraint that merging two clusters results in at least one name in common is forbidden. For example, two clusters \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) can be merged into a new one \( s_{\text{new}} \) in the following case (the list of associated names is shown between brackets):

- \( s_1(\emptyset) \cup s_2(\emptyset) \Rightarrow s_{\text{new}}(\emptyset) \)
- \( s_1(n_1) \cup s_2(\emptyset) \Rightarrow s_{\text{new}}(n_1) \)
- \( s_1(n_1, n_2) \cup s_2(\emptyset) \Rightarrow s_{\text{new}}(n_1, n_2) \)
- \( s_1(n_1, n_2) \cup s_2(n_1) \Rightarrow s_{\text{new}}(n_1) \)

Below are examples where the two clusters cannot be merged:

- \( s_1(n_1) \cup s_2(n_2) \Rightarrow \text{Forbidden} \)
- \( s_1(n_1, n_3) \cup s_2(n_2) \Rightarrow \text{Forbidden} \)

Figure 4: Integrated naming
The clustering is stopped according to the optimal (minimizing EGER) threshold learned on the training set.

Figure 5: Early naming

4. Results

In this section we compare the ability of our naming methods to correctly identify speakers in TV broadcast and more particularly their sensitivity to the value of the stopping criterion threshold.

4.1. Learning the threshold as stop criterion

We used the training set to learn the stopping criterion threshold. However, in order to be less dependent on manual annotations, we did not use the whole 24 hours training set and selected 100 subsets randomly from it. These subsets were chosen to match the test set (duration, balance between shows, and number of videos for each show).

As expected, Table 2 shows that the optimal threshold for IN is higher than those for LN. It means that IN stops earlier in the agglomerative clustering though split clusters may end up with the same name.

The constrained clustering of EN stops at a lower threshold. The standard deviation for EN is very high compared to the two others methods, it is possible to interpreted that EN is less sensitive to the threshold value. For the rest of the paper, we chose to use the median as global threshold.

Table 2: Threshold learned on 100 subsets of the train set, to minimize the DER or the EGER, LN: Late naming, IN: Integrate naming, EN: Early naming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Naming strategy</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LN: lower DER</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN: lower EGER</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN: lower EGER</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 summarizes the performance of the three methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Naming strategy</th>
<th>Thr.</th>
<th>EGER (%)</th>
<th>P (%)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Late (LN)</td>
<td>@</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated (IN)</td>
<td>©</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early (EN)</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Trained stopping criterion threshold learned on the train set and the corresponding identification error (EGER), precision (P) and recall (R) obtained on test set.

4.2. Speaker Identification

For all the following experiences, it is important to note that the stopping criterion thresholds are learned on the training set while the results are displayed for the test set. Figure 6 shows the evolution of EGER with respect to the selected threshold and should be read from right to left as a smaller threshold value means that the agglomerative clustering stops later. LN and IN curves overlap but differ in the optimal stopping criterion threshold: threshold @ aims at minimizing the DER (late naming) while © focuses on minimizing EGER (integrated naming). EN behaves very differently. 1 shows the impact of the written name constraints and 3 the threshold learned to minimize the EGER.

Table 3 summarizes the performance of the three methods. The integrated naming has a lower EGER but the difference is very small, yet this method has better precision due to its higher threshold. As far as EN is concerned, the clustering constraint helps keeping the same precision (80.4%) though the threshold is lower. It allows to correctly merge some additional clusters and therefore increases the recall to 68.3%. For IN and EN, minimizing the EGER still allows to maximize other metrics like precision, providing at least enough speech duration to build speakers models.

Table 3: Trained stopping criterion threshold learned on the train set and the corresponding identification error (EGER), precision (P) and recall (R) obtained on test set.

4.3. Speaker Diarization

Figure 7 shows the evolution of DER as a function of the threshold. The baseline “before naming” corresponds to an audio-only diarization. As explained in section 3.2 the diarization is different before and after the late naming.

Figure 7: Influence of the stopping criterion threshold on diarization error rate on test set, before and after naming.
speech turns with the same name. At the end of the clustering
(1), this step removes from clusters some speech turns with a
different name. (2) shows the effect of the constraints preventing
clusters with different names from being merged.
(3) corresponds to the threshold tuned to minimize the DER.
We obtain an 18.11% DER on the test set without written names
(see Table 4). “Integrated naming” has a higher threshold but some clusters end up merged (thanks to their identical associ-
ated names), leading to a lower DER of 17.5%. The constrained
clustering shows only a small variation of DER (from 18.7% to
20.2%, with a minimum of 16.37%) over the [0-1800] thresh-
old range: it appears to be much less sensitive to the threshold
choice (see figure 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before naming</th>
<th>Thr</th>
<th>DER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After late and integrated naming</td>
<td>(3) 1540</td>
<td>18.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After early naming</td>
<td>(6) 1620</td>
<td>17.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5) 1260</td>
<td>16.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: DER depending on the threshold

4.4. Sensitivity to the training set

Threshold tuning is achieved by randomly selecting 100 subsets from the training set and choosing the best threshold value for each of them.

The x-axis of Figure 8 summarizes the range of variation of this optimal threshold over the 100 training subsets (e.g. 1440 to 1680 for late naming strategy), as already introduced in Table 2. The y-axis reports the corresponding average identification error rate (EGER) and its standard deviation on the test set.

Figure 8: Average and standard deviation of the EGER on test set depending on the subsets used to learn the threshold

This figure points out that late and integrated naming strate-
gies are more dependent on the training set and may therefore suffer from over fitting. Their respective identification error
rates (EGER) has a standard deviation of 1.2% and 0.8%, while
standard deviation of early naming EGER is only 0.2% (though
the range of optimal thresholds over the 100 training subsets is much bigger).

4.5. Show-dependent threshold

The test corpus is composed of seven different types of shows
(see in Figure 2). While a global show-independent threshold (Thr. corpus) can be trained, we also investigate the use of a show-dependent threshold (Thr. per show) and report the outcome of this experiment in Figure 9. Thr. oracle is able to predict the best threshold. The robustness of a
particular naming strategy can be inferred by the difference
between the thresholds tuned on the whole training set (Thr. corpus and Thr. per show) and the optimal threshold (Thr oracle).

Figure 9: Identification error rate (EGER) for a show-dependent or show-independent stopping criterion.

Figure 9 shows that there is a difference of behavior be-
tween DER minimization (late naming) or EGER minimization
(integrated or early naming). On one hand, DER minimization
aims at associating one specific cluster to each speaker, whether
they can be named or not. On the other hand, EGER minimiza-
tion tries to associate its name to every speaker. Anonymous
speakers can remain in the same cluster or split into several clus-
ters as it has no influence on the final value of the identification
error rate (EGER).

The REPERE corpus is composed of various types of shows. Some contains numerous speakers (up to 18 for news show BFM Story) whose names are usually displayed only once. Others, like the debate Pile Et Face, only have three speak-
ers (two guests and the anchor) whose names are displayed 24
times on average over the duration of each show. For this partic-
ular type of show, the optimal DER threshold is 1300 while the
EGER one is 1560. As a matter of fact, since speaker names are
written multiple times, it is not worth trying to get exactly one
cluster per speaker. A speaker cluster can be split into multiple
smaller clusters as long as those clusters are named correctly.

Finally, we highlight that oracle results show almost iden-
tical performance for the three strategies. However, since early
naming is less sensitive to the chosen threshold, it leads to much
teacher identification performance (very close to the oracle one).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced and analyzed two naming strategies
for unsupervised speaker identification in TV broadcast. Inte-
grated naming is a simple extension of our previous work [8]
that improves precision (+1.1%) while keeping the same iden-
tification error rate (32.4%). Early naming relies on the knowl-
edge of overlaid names during the clustering process. This infor-
mation is used to constrain clustering by preventing two clus-
ters named by different written names from being merged. This
method leads to better identification error rate (29.9%) and is
less sensitive to the choice of the stopping criterion threshold. These two methods allow maximizing the metric associated to the target task. Future works will focus on the integration of ad-
ditional sources of information like pronounced names or face
clustering.
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